2011 ALL REGION TEAM

* IN ALPHABETICAL ORDER *

CORY COTTRELL     RED MOUNTAIN
JAKE GERARD     MOUNTAIN VIEW
CHAD HARDY     MOUNTAIN VIEW
KOLTON LAPA     RED MOUNTAIN
JACOB MONTPLAISIR    DOBSON
JT RODENKIRCH     RED MOUNTAIN
TIM TAYLOR     RED MOUNTAIN
HAYDEN WEBB     MOUNTAIN VIEW
COLTON WEST     RED MOUNTAIN
BRETT WILSON     RED MOUNTAIN

HONORABLE MENTION

DOBSON:  ALEX AULERICH, CADE MONTPLAISIR
MESA:   BRETT GOERGEN, AVERY VEITEL
MOUNTAIN VIEW:  AMMON DUFFIN, BLAKE GERBER, NICK KIRCH, TYLER WEBB
RED MOUNTAIN: FRANK BERGUIN
SKYLINE:  JARI FAYSAK
WESTWOOD:  CLAYTON LUTES